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How should decisions about
heritage be made?
The project formally began when fourteen people
gathered in Bede’s World, Jarrow in March 2013.
The team members had quite different backgrounds, positions and approaches. The aim was
to use our collective experiences and perspectives
to design a research project to make greater
sense of, and challenge, the means by which
decisions about heritage are made.
Over a year on from that first generative attempt
to define our research agenda we have done just
that - defined aims and research questions. Most
of us (in different configurations) have actively
taken on the role of investigator. A breathtaking
range of activities have happened including: Lego
building on the Clyde, Write Your Own Blue Plaque
events, history menus for local cafes, Synthesizer
Bingo at the Science Museum, radical history
walks and pub discussions, interviews with key
decision makers in the sector and numerous
public events.
Through this work, an equally wide range of ideas
to re-imagine heritage decision making have been
generated: ‘DIY heritage’, how to deinstitutionalise the institution, networked governance and
accountabilities, linking the ‘i’ of individual with
the ‘I’ of institution, thinking relationally about
people, objects and buildings, seeing that future
heritage often works within the emerging present
of passion, sharing and use.
As we write this in June 2014, we are getting close
to working out what to say. However, we are not
quite there yet. The project still has four months
left and one final workshop. This booklet aims to
offer a strong sense of our co-design and co-delivery process, activities undertaken to date and a
flavour of some of the key issues and themes that
have already emerged from our discussions and
actions.

Through this booklet and our website, we are
keen to open up our ideas and generate further
dialogue with wider communities of interest. We
want to share and test our ideas and findings to
see if other people find them resonant. You will
find our website and contact details on the back
cover. Please accept this booklet as an invitation
for you to join the conversation... we hope to hear
from you!

Phase 1: Co-Design

Step 1: Entry Points

We planned a five-step co-design phase. Each
step aimed to explore the variety of team positions
and different perspectives.

The team considered the research question
‘how should decisions about heritage be made?’
prior to our first workshop. A number of initial
blog posts explored the question from different
perspectives:
‘Members
of the public are being
presented with decisions that have
already been dealt with internally at a council
level and thus arrive too late in the day to usually
be able to effect any changes. The decision-making
has already been done. Also, do the councilors truly
understand the issues at stake from a community
perspective (and otherwise)?’
Rachael Turner, Madlab
‘When
hierarchical expectations
between curators and the public are relaxed,
the questions that result become less about knowledge
versus ignorance, as about different styles and registers
of knowledge and understanding’
Tim Boon, Science Museum

Step 1: Entry Points
Step 2: Scoping the Issues
Step 3: New Perspectives
Step 4: Making Decisions
Step 5: Research Design

‘Decisions about
archaeological remains, decisions
about rivers and decisions about decisions.
I think that we make decisions about heritage all
of the time, just most of the time we don’t even think
about them as being decisions about heritage. It’s only
when we are employed within the heritage sector that
institutional constraints and employment roles begin to
formalise and develop those reflections into decisions.
It’s when those decisions are formalised and turned
into management structures that things
become interesting.’
Alex Hale, RCAHMS

Step 2: Scoping the Issues

Key Ideas

At our first meeting wo presentations got the team
thinking and exploring different perspectives:

Workshop 1: The conflict is how different people
value different things, in different ways, at
different times and for different reasons.

Mike Benson, Kathy Cremin and John Lawson
shared their work at Ryedale Folk Museum and
Bede’s World. Key ideas: failure of museums
to connect with the people whose history they
represent and ‘freedom of self’ culture.

The second was by Jenny Timothy, Senior
Conservation Officer, Leicester City Council who
took us through a case study of a real planning
decision. Key ideas: how professionals work with
elected officials and who defines significance?

Who is
‘heritage’ for,
past, present or
future?

You can’t look
at heritage in
isolation (need to
zoom out)

Who defines
what is
significant?

Are we talking
about the
deinstitutionalisation
of the institution?
Messy!

Step 3: New Perspectives

Step 4: Making Decisions

Members of the team spent a day in the life
of another team member or another relevant
individual and organisation. The aim was to
further expand the understanding and range of
perspectives on key research issues. Examples
included Rebecca Madgin spending time with
Alex Hale at RCAHMS, Mike Benson’s visit to
National Museums Scotland and Danny Callaghan
spending time with the Historypin team in London.
This helped The Potteries Tile Trail channel
achieve 6500 hits in less than 12 months!

We met seven weeks later in York to reflect
on the first workshop, share our day in the life
experiences and make some collective decisions
about the research design. During an intense two
days of dialogue, feedback and further reflection,
our discussions did become somewhat nebulous
at times - were we really talking about the same
thing? The team decided it would be useful to
try and re-focus by each person writing down
their individual project aims and key research
questions. Interestingly, our written aims
highlighted and made visible the commonalities
and our shared agenda.

Step 5: Designing the research
Final aims for Phase 2
Decision making about heritage is difficult. This
is, perhaps, in part because heritage decisionmaking has formed around the idea that the
interests of people in the past, present and
future need to be taken into account. In doing so,
this means that it is also necessary to consider
different and sometimes conflicting ideas of what
is important or significant.
We think heritage decision-making could be
made easier and better if we could identify the
boundaries, sticking points, blocks and exclusions

in current practices. We decided to explore this
by drawing on the multiple perspectives and
locations of the research team. We also deployed
a series of experimental action research actions.
This was held together using thinking informed
by ideas of systems and complexity to help us
generate new insights.
Understanding the dynamics of heritage decision
making in this way helped everyone with a stake
to self-consciously develop decision making
processes and practices of their own and through
this re-shape our understandings of the notion of
‘heritage’ itself.

Final research questions for Phase 2:
• Can we ‘map’ and ‘model’ ‘heritage’ as a
complex system?
• Who are the key players? How do they currently
interact? How do these vary in different places?
How is planning decision making different from
community heritage contexts?
• Where are the different ‘decision-making’ points
in ‘heritage’ systems?
• How are heritage decisions justified? What ideas
are used to justify heritage decision-making?
(Future generations, significance). What does

not get seen as a ‘decision’ that should be?
• What is changing around us that is impacting
on how ‘heritage’ works (e.g. Localism Act,
public sector cuts, philanthropy, changes in
governance structures)?
• What other models of decision-making could
we draw into a heritage context? (Deliberative
democracy, associative democracy, horizontal
decision-making, do-it-yourself approaches)?
• What theoretical and conceptual resources from
other disciplines might help (complexity theory,
systems theory, actor network theory)?
• How might systemic action research as a means
of understanding heritage decision making itself
help create changes with heritage decisionmaking?

Inquiry Strands
Our different perspectives, discussion and loosely
defined shared agenda led to our next step
research pathways. From our overall aims and
research questions, we started to consider what
we might do. In this discussion, there was a sense
that different kinds of action might be useful.
So within the ‘container’ of the overall aims we
developed three different types and strands of
‘inquiry’.
Inquiry Strand 1: From Inside and Making the
Familiar Strange
Members of the research team with live projects
would be paired with others who acted as ‘critical
friends’ and who might help ‘make the familiar
strange’. The aim was to encourage reflection in
relation to each practitioners’ own approaches
to decision-making and our research questions
could be shared with a wider local constituency
(local project teams and community groups). Four
partnerships were identified:
• Leicester City Council (Conservation Planning
Decisions)
• RCAHMS (Clyde: From Source to Sea)
• Bede’s World
• The Potteries Tile Trial and Ceramic City Stories
Inquiry Strand 2: Experimenting
The Science Museum would experiment through
developing a collaborative collecting project.
The research team would be Tim Boon, Richard
Courtney and Helen Graham and aim to reflect on
the questions raised by these activities in relation
to our research project: What is expertise? What
makes decisions about collecting legitimate?
Inquiry Strand 3: From the Outside
Taking the position beyond specific institutions
and looking at a city-wide level, Martin Bashforth,
Peter Brown and Helen Graham would aim to

develop an alternative ‘public inquiry in York’ and
to explore the following questions:
• How are decisions about history and heritage
made in York?
• How do they affect the lives of people who live
here?
• How can we create more public spaces for
discussion and debate?

Meta-Questioning: Will This
Result in Good Quality and
Useful Work?
Towards the end of the second workshop, a
number of strategic questions were raised
that introduced a meta-discussion about our
proposals. Key questions included:

or ‘valuable’ enough to be shared by team
members with colleagues within there own
cultural institutions (and therefore be a justified
use of their time in relation to direct benefit).

• Would our proposed actions result in good
quality research?

•Will our work simply end up being
managerialism?

• Are the proposals academic enough and will
they meet AHRC requirements?

These meta-questions featured in our Phase 1
report and helped to inform the improved Phase 2
proposals submitted to AHRC.

• Will the results be deemed ‘useful’, ‘practical’

Phase 1: Thoughts and Final
Reflections
Traditionally academic quality is assessed and
ultimately decided by academic peers (Journal
peer-review, etc). However, within this co-design
process different members of the research team
have their own peers. A wide range of examples
were identified within the group including:
• Fellow professionals and governance bodies
(within and without employer cultural
organisations)
• Members of community groups, independent
status societies or radical history groups
• Professionals who work within the same domain
or sector (conservation officers, archaeologists,
community development workers)
• Notwithstanding for academic team members -

Paul Furness leads an alternative histories walk
around York as part of Inquiry Strand 3

Phase 2: Testing Our Aims,
Questions and Approach
other academics (History, museum and heritage
studies, management studies)
The idea of there being multiple ‘peer networks’
that might define the quality of our work relates
to the meta-questions raised in Phase 1. We
recognised the need to actively encourage and
openly explore what would count as valuable, high
quality and useful research within the context
of each of our ‘home domains’ and peer groups
(or sites of accountability). We agreed to try
and develop alternative creative methods in an
attempt to capture, track and measure activities
in different ways including recorded podcasts and
cartoon infographics. This would help the team to
identify and share project resonance (the ‘ripple
effect’ of activities). Which ideas had resonated
when speaking to colleagues or friends? What
could be adapted, changed or used?

We put a targeted call out to invite researchers,
and cultural and community representatives from
across the UK to join us in a public workshop and
to share our research work in progress. The event
took place at Madlab, Manchester in October
2013. Fifteen participants joined the research
team from as far and wide as Edinburgh, London,
Aberystwyth, Preston and Huddesfield.
We shared and discussed key findings and
together tried to map or model heritage decision
making as a kind of system. This attempt aimed
to identify sticking points or blocks in the system
that could help to provide a focus for our Phase
2 research activities. These foci were seen as
potential key sites of challenge and perhaps
opportunities to encourage culture change or even
democratisation.
As part of this we worked with illustrator Somang
Lee from Scriberia to produce a cartoon of our
discussions [see overleaf]. There was some
interesting feedback about this visualisation.

Common words used included confusion, clutter
(Mike Benson) and dysfunction (Paul Manners).
This overall impression has proved itself very
useful as it reinforced a key emergent theme in
our own Phase 1 and early Phase 2 activities.
The process and visual helped the team to define
a number of further key questions in relation to
Phase 2 including:
• What are we going to do with this ‘system’?
• Is the aim to streamline, de-clutter or ‘free up’
• Or is it to try and ‘psychoanalyse’ or heal?
• Does ‘unblocking’ or ‘un-sticking’ just means
the system will work slightly better?
• Streamline, dismantle, free up, creating
alternatives, healing - all have different political
resonances and need careful management
This interaction and subsequent thinking has all
helped us to ‘construct a “working picture” of the
multiple systems that we inhabit both without and
outside them, and then to identify opportunities to
act within them. We can be in the interaction and
influence it. We can be in the system and change
it’ Danny Burns 2007.

Image courtesy of Somang Lee, Scriberia 2013

Inquiry Strand 1: From Inside
and Making the Familiar Strange
This strand was focused on the ‘live’ practice of
four of the research team members: Alex Hale
(RCAHMS), Jenny Timothy (Leicester City Council),
Mike Benson (Bede’s World) and Danny Callaghan
(The Potteries Tile Trail). Individuals have been
encouraged to reflect on their own work with
support from another member of the team acting
as a ‘critical friend’. Where possible local project
partners were also engaged and have contributed
to this reflection and analysis.
Some of this work is still a work-in-progress,
however, a lot of activity has already taken place.
For example, Rebecca Madgin (University of
Glasgow) is currently conducting interviews with
key people involved in RCAHMS/ScARF’s From
Source to Sea project. Rebecca is also working
with Jenny Timothy (Leicester City Council) on the
analysis of a specific planning and conservation
project in Leicester. The following two summaries
aim to give a flavour of what we have been
working on:

most of which has been shaped by the River Clyde.
The workshop used a range of techniques to
interact with the community. Lego was particularly
successful in helping participants of all ages to
illustrate, articulate and describe the landscape,
river and how important it was in their lives.
These activities enabled the beginning of a
dialogue where ideas and opportunities could be
discussed in an informal environment. Participant
contributions are already being used to inform,
better understand and value the local historic
environment as part of this long-term initiative.
Rebecca Madgin (University of Glasgow) is now
working with Alex to reflect on how this project
might illuminate decision-making processes.

From Source to Sea
Alex Hale (Royal Commission on the Ancient and
Historical Monuments of Scotland) with the Clyde
and Avon Landscape Partnership (HLF funded)
was responsible for devising a lively ‘pop up’ event
in Lanark at the beginning of December 2013.
Alex and the team used Lego and a range of other
unusual activities as a way of engaging local
people in a major consultation programme aimed
at mapping the River Clyde and its significance to
the communities that line its banks - From Source
to Sea.
The team created an accessible and ‘neutral’
event space in Lanark Tolbooth (High Street).
Local people were encouraged to explore and map
their connections to the landscape around them,

The Potteries Tile Trail
Danny Callaghan (Independent Consultant), Karen
Brookfield (Heritage Lottery Fund) and Helen
Graham (University of Leeds) have met three
times in The Potteries (Stoke-on-Trent) during
the last 12 months. They have met individually
and once all together. Their study visits and
conversations coalesced around the following
interrelated themes:
• Heritage Lottery Fund - influence and support
for grassroots led activity
• Activist, DIY and community heritage
The starting point for this inquiry was a project
called The Potteries Tile Trail - a community
and crowd sourced virtual collection of tiles
and architectural ceramics that can be found in
buildings and public spaces throughout Stokeon-Trent (as well as some examples from further
afield). The lead partner was the Tiles and
Architectural Ceramics Society and it was funded
by an HLF All Our Stories grant. Danny developed
the proposal and delivered the project. Karen has
had strategic responsibility for the All Our Stories
programme at a national level on behalf of HLF.
This created a fascinating opportunity to explore
and reflect on the programme from both macro
and micro perspectives.
HLF have played an important role in encouraging
and enabling grassroots led heritage activity
over the last 20 years. Danny and Helen both
identified valuable projects that simply would
not have happened without the support of HLF.
Many activist and community led projects have
been made possible by the HLF via small grant
programmes such as All Our Stories.

Lanark locals map why the Clyde is important to them

Key characteristics include passion, energy and an
instinct for taking action about things that matter
(to them) - sometimes - regardless of any kind
of formal ‘permission’. A key skill is the ability
to create new networks for action or a coalition
of the willing, (as Danny calls it). This involves
identifying key individuals both within and without
institutions with a shared interest and finding
ways to work together. If needed it is also about
taking positive direct action and cutting through
official processes to make things happen.

Danny and Helen have both played facilitator
roles that involve working across professional
and community boundaries. A new breed of
heritage activist has evolved and is often behind
community led projects and related funding bids.

Minton made tiles and ceramics for the world. The company also made the early blue plaques including this one
- the oldest surviving plaque on a building.

Inquiry Strand 2: Experimenting
Tim Boon (Science Museum) has been working
in a research cluster with Richard Courtney
(University of Leicester) and Helen Graham
(University of Leeds). Since December 2013, this
experimental project has collaborated with a
group of musicians and electronic music fans.
David Robinson, John Stanley and Martin Swann
who were all involved in the Science Museums’
collaborative Oramics exhibition, and JeanPhilippe Calvin from the Royal College of Music
also joined.
Over six sessions, the group has worked together
to explore two dimensions. The first has been
the more practical task of working out how to
recommend items for the Science Museum to
collect and five cases-in-principle for specific
electronic instruments have now be accepted
by the Museum’s collections board. The group
collaborated on a partnership event called
Synthesizer Bingo as part of Science Museum
Lates. This involved each group member making a
1 minute ‘pitch’ about which synthesizers should
be acquired by the Science Museum and why.
The audience was then asked to vote for the one
they felt had the strongest case for inclusion. The
second aspect of the project has been to use the
first task as a means of exploring the political and
philosophical questions raised by an institution’s
decision making about collecting material culture.
Key issues that have emerged to date include:
• How do certain collections suggest their own
communities of interest as decision-making
constituencies?
• How might the ‘future’ of material culture be
seen in its use rather than its protection?

Inquiry Strand 3: From the
Outside
The York-based research contingent involves
Martin Bashforth (York’s Alternative History),
Peter Brown (York Civic Trust) and Helen Graham
(University of Leeds).
York: Living with History is a project that aims
to explore ‘heritage’ and its decision-making
processes within the complexities of a whole city.
Key research questions include:
• How are decisions about how to manage York’s
heritage and history made?
• Who makes these decisions and what factors
influence their decision-making?
• What is known about how ‘heritage’ intersects
with other policy initiatives and areas? What
is the relationship between heritage, tourism,
‘economic development’ and poverty? How does
the medieval beauty of York affect the cost of
housing?
• Which histories get counted in heritage
decision-making and which don’t? (E.g.
Local Plan Heritage Topic Paper). What kinds
of histories of York are not often publically
recognized? How might richer understandings
of York’s past help us work together to imagine
York’s future?

a number of other people who have become
directly involved in driving the project. Paul
Furness is a local and radical historian and Lianne
Brigham and Richard Brigham, are administrators
for the York Past and Present Facebook group.
The team has been creating a wide range of
new opportunities and spaces to explore issues
relating to the identified research questions.
These have included:
• One-to-one conversations (people who were
interested, meeting for a cup of tea)
• Stalls in public spaces
• Live Inquiry drop-in sessions at the Library
• History menus in Jorvik Café
• Social media and traditional media
• Walks and history events such as Write Your
Own Plaque Day
• Public events focused around key forthcoming
‘decisions’ (Stonebow House and Castle Area)
A key principle of this - in keeping with our
systemic thinking and system action research
perspective - has been to try and make space
for different perspectives, cross boundaries and
create conversations and connections between
people who wouldn’t usually meet. The project’s
next steps will be to undertake some active
experimenting around linking the DIY spaces
of Facebook with official processes (such as
planning). A key question informs these latest
actions: How might horizontal means of working
together open up currently vertical decisionmaking structures?

• What might a more ‘democratic’ decisionmaking process look like? How might individual
and group’s knowledge and passion become
connected with institutional and policy
decision-making? How might more connected
approaches in turn help illuminate further how
‘history’ and ‘heritage’ affects York?
The core group in York has grown and now involves

York Write Your Own
Plaque Day in May 2014

Next Steps: How should
decisions about heritage be
made?
The project is now entering its final phase. Over
the next four months we will draw our inquiry
strands back together. The team met in Stoke-onTrent for our penultimate workshop last month.
It was intense and hard work (as ever). We are
still in the process of writing up our findings and
deliberations. We have some research activity still
to complete and a final group workshop in York
at the end of July. We have begun our distillation
process, however, there is some way to go.
Our primary research aims and questions were
clarified in Manchester when we first diagnosed
the dysfunctional heritage system. There is an
urgent need for action and culture change. We
now need to connect our actions, experimentation
and thinking with a wide range of sites of practice
- from funders, national institutions, local
authorities to community history groups and local
activists - in order to ensure our work can make a
difference.
Finally, we intend to share our project findings,
recommendations and outcomes in the autumn.
If you are interested in finding out more about the
project or would like to comment - please get in
touch... we greatly value your contribution!
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